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Threshold singularities in total interaction cross sections are studied near two-particle 
production thresholds. The singularity in the total 7r+p cross section is investigated near 
the threshold for the reaction 7r+p - K+~ +. 

THRESHOLD singularities in total particle inter
action cross sections are found easiest with the 
help of the optical theorem. Utilizing the form of 
the elements of the scattering matrix near a two
particle production threshold obtained by Baz' [1] 

we get 

a (£) = cr (£ ) _ 2:rt I k I Ra0 { sin 26, 
I I th k2 2 ~ 1 -cos u, 

(1) 

If there are no inelastic processes below the thresh
old in question then by subtracting from Eq. (1) the 
cross section <Tinel = 211" I k I Ra0 lk~ for E > Eth we 
obtain 

cr (£) = cr (£ ·) _ 2:rt I k I Rao { sin 26, 
el el th k2 2 · 2 ~ 

1 Stn v, 
(2) . 

In Eqs. (1) and (2) o stands for the phase shift in 
the l = 0 state in the case of spinless particles. 
For particles with spin 0 and Y2 o stands for the 
phase shift in the s 1; 2 state if the product of in
trinsic parities of the particles remains unchanged 
in the reaction, and for the phase shift in the p1/2 
state in the opposite case. For higher spin cases 
Eqs. (1) and (2) involve all elements of the elastic 
scattering matrix referring to the same total an
gular momentum and parity. The remaining nota
tion is the same as the notation of [1]. For the 
case of spinless particles Eq. (2) has also been 
given by Prokoshkin. l:2J 

Equation (1) shows that in total interaction cross 
sections the same four types of threshold singulari
ties are possible as were indicated in [1] for fixed 
angle scattering cross sections. At the same time 
the total elastic scattering cross section can have 
only two types of singularities, since for E > Eth 
we have o<Tello I k I < 0 always. 

The above mentioned general considerations 
were applied to the analysis of threshold singular
ities in the total interaction cross section of 1!"+ 
mesons with protons near the threshold for the 

reaction 7r+p- K+~+ ( Eth = 891.2 MeV). The 
straight line u~0 >( E) = 411" (- 0.086 ± 0.218 10-2 E) 
mb (where E is the laboratory energy in MeV) 
was drawn through the 44 points in the interval 
from 664 MeV to 1300 MeV obtained by Klepikov, 
Meshcheryakov, and Sokolov [3] and supplemented 
by the data of Delvin et al [4] • The interpolating 
curve found in [3] was not used, since in just this 
energy region it did not describe the experimental 
data sufficiently well. Then an additional param
eter was introduced in the threshold region: 

(3) 

where 

<1> _ .o:o4o VI s- sthl { 1. 
cr1 (£) - 4:rt 1 + 0.02 I E- Ethl - 1, 

(4) 

with only the parameter in the numerator being 
varied. For interpolation u~0 >( E) we have v2 

= x21f = 3.2, where x2 refers to 15 points near 
threshold, and where f = 15. For the total inter
polation (3) in the same region v2 = 1.41 and f = 14. 
It is obvious that the second interpolation is sub
stantially better than the first. 

The experimental points for (ut- u~0 > )1411" and 
the curve u~1 >I 411" are shown in the figure. The 
points 1, 5, 8, 9, 12 were taken from [4], the 
point 15 was obtained by combining the data from 
[ 4] with the data indicated in [3]; the origin of the 
remaining points was given in [3J. The thin lines, 
nearly parallel to the E axis, indicate the range 
of error for interpolation without the threshold 
parameter. The range of error of the curve ui0 I 411" 
has its largest value, equal to 0.05, near energies 
of 840 and 940 MeV. 

The form of the threshold term is consistent 
with the value o = - 67.5°. The accuracy of the 
experimental data does not allow to make this re
sult more precise by introducing different coeffi
cients to the right and to the left of the threshold. If 
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one extrapolates the phase shifts o ( s i/2) and 

,MeV 

~s 

o ( p1 /2 ) from the values they are known to have at 

lower energies, one finds it most likely that the 
singularity is in the s phase shift. In that case 
the parity of the K+~+ system is the same as that 
of the 7r+p system. 

The authors are grateful to L. I. Lapidus and 
Prof. Ya. A. Smorodinskil for useful discussion. 
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